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Abstract. Fashion Studio Subject (Studio Inovasi Mode) is a preliminary subject
of the diploma-final project in the Fashion Design Program, Politeknik Negeri
Media Kreatif. This subject sets the students as future designers to create good
designs based on problem-solving and user needs. This subject requires a model
to help students practice some learning skills to serve design as an alternative
solution. This qualitative research discussed the implementationDesign Thinking-
Project Based Learning model (DTPjBL) as an alternative approach in the fashion
studio subject. The data use the descriptive analysis method to describe the general
step of the design thinking process in the project-based learning model, includ-
ing (1) Empathize, (2) Define, (3) Ideate, (4) Prototype, and (5) Evaluate. The
open-ended steps and iterative provide various ways of learning and encourage
teachers to be more focused on student-centered learning and thus could enhance
students’ learning skills especially critical thinking, problem-solving, and creative-
innovative thinking. Yet design thinking is generally used beyond design fields,
this framework is still applied as a framework to standardize the teaching model.
Besides entering the opportunity of joint-project among other study programs.
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1 Introduction

Studio Inovasi Mode or fashion studio is a preliminary subject of the Diploma-Final
Project in Fashion Design Program, Politeknik Negeri Media Kreatif Jakarta, held in
the 6th semester. As a significant part of fashion design education, the subject sets
fundamental understanding to create a design as a problem-solving towards a project.
The project focuses on the solutions to new product development, including design
problems, design processes, and design products. The output of this subject is a prototype
emphasizing the user-centered design with a process that ensures the design matches the
needs and capabilities of the users or consumers. According to Norman [1] a Human-
Centered Design (HCD) or User-Centered Design is the solution to a good design. Thus,
by focusing on user-centered design, it is expected that the output of this subject could
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serve solutions and benefits, both for academics and non-academics people or the wider
community.

The subject needs to build amodel of teachingmaterial to standardized processes and
output products, also a model to develop learning activities that help students improve
some learning skills to create a design as an alternative solution. The Project-Based
Learning (PjBL) model is justified as it provides a student-centered process that encour-
ages students to be more involved in their learning process to meet their needs [2]. In
the PjBL, students solve real-world problems through authentic projects guided by an
inquiry question that drives the research and allows students to apply their acquired
knowledge [3]. By conducting projects in which they are actively engaged, students can
develop their competencies [2, 4] both in the scientific and social fields of study.

There is a connection between the PjBL and the Design Thinking model. The seven
stages of PjBL pointed to project work in solving an authentic problem with the student-
centered process. On the other hand, Design Thinking supports the problem-solving
process through creativity, users’ needs, and business strategy. Design Thinking pro-
duces a solution that should fit specific functions and satisfy different requirements and
constraints [5]. Based on this connection, there is an opportunity to use the Design
Thinking Project-Based Learning (DTPBL) approach as a successful pedagogical strat-
egy to enhance students’ critical thinking, creative skills, and produce innovative fashion
solutions.

This research aims to discuss the implementation of The Design Thinking-Project-
Based Learning (DTPjBL) in Studio Inovasi Mode (fashion studio subject). The under-
lying hypothesis of this study is Design Thinking Project-Based Learning (DTPBL)
model could help students create a design as an alternative solution for problem-solving.
Besides, itwill help students practice some learning skills (i.e., critical thinking, problem-
solving, creative-innovative thinking, collaboration, and communication). Yet design
thinking is generally used beyond design fields, but it is still applied as a framework
to standardize the teaching model. In a study of product design engineering [6], the
design thinking method strengthens the continuity of a problem statement and solution
to develop a tangible product design as an improvement from the previously existing
product.

2 Research Method

This qualitative research discussed the implementation of the Design Thinking-Project-
Based Learning model (DTPjBL) as an alternative approach in Studio Inovasi Mode
(FashionStudioSubject) teachingmaterial. The data analyzedwas carried out by descrip-
tive analysis method to describe the general steps of design thinking process and the
project-based learning model.

2.1 The Implementation of PjBL Model

Studio Inovasi Mode is a subject in Fashion Design Program, Politeknik Negeri Media
Kreatif Jakarta, in the 6th semester. The authors devised andmanaged the Project Based-
Learning (PjBL) approach to this subject, with the project task lifted from the real issues
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or phenomena. According to Jalinus [2] the Project-Based Learning model (PjBL) has
seven secondary stages. The stages of PjBL consist of 1). Formulating the expected learn-
ing outcome; 2). Understanding the teaching material; 3). Skills training; 4). Designing
the project theme; 5). Making the project proposal; 6). Executing the task project, and
7). Presentation (evaluation) of the project report.

In the first stage (formulating the expected learning outcome), the students of Studio
InovasiMode are expected to understand the design process to create good designs based
on problem-solving and user needs.

In the second stage (understanding the teaching material), the teacher will instruct
students to understand the syllabus and guide them in a class discussion. Since the
characteristics of PjBL is student-centered, teachers act more as a facilitator, adviser,
guide, and motivator. The teachers will support students to work individual or in group
to solve the problem of the project and assume responsibility for their own learning.

In the third stage (skills training), the teachers will assist each student in hard and
soft skills training during the project making. The hard skills comprise sketching and
production (pattern making and sewing) to support the prototyping process. The soft
skills or the learning skills include critical thinking, problem-solving, creative-innovative
thinking, communication, and collaboration.

In the fourth stage (designing the project theme), students will create a prototype
of fashion clothing for kids’ wear, women’s wear, or men’s wear. The Studio Inovasi
Mode comprises of five project-theme of fashion product that students could choose
from 1). Pattern making or textile manipulation, 2). Muslim (modest) wear, 3). Outdoor
clothing & sportswear, 4). The Plus (plus size & maternity), and 5). Adaptive clothing.
Based on the characteristics of the fashion study program in Politeknik Negeri Media
Kreatif, the themes should represent the Indonesian-local content.

In the six stage (executing the task project), students will select one of the best themes
and work on a proposal to execute one project until finished.

In the final stage (presentation of the project report), students will have a final presen-
tation of the project report for evaluation. In Studio Inovasi Mode, the evaluation results
will provide recommendationof the next project to be continued inDiploma-Final Project
in the 8th semester (Fig. 1).

2.2 The Implementation of Design Thinking Model

The Studio Inovasi Mode subjects uses Design Thinking approach as a method of the
design process in the. TimBrown, the IDEOexecutive chair of theDesignThinking orga-
nization, explained design thinking as a discipline derived from how designers think and
operate with a human-centered discovery process followed by the iterative cycle of pro-
totyping, testing, and refinement [7]. This design thinking uses designer sensibility and
method to match the need of people. Design thinking serves innovation with technology,
users’ needs, and business strategy. Uebernickle etc. [8] explain design thinking as an
innovation method that uses an iterative process to deliver user- and customer-oriented
results to solve complex problems. Yet this design thinking concept is quite tough to
describe for its ubiquitous and multifaceted.
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Fig. 1. Five project-theme of fashion project in Studio Inovasi Mode

Design thinking is about the process, as good design emphasizes the process. The
design thinking process is reflective and iterative. The process is not a linear exercise
with one step systematically following another, nor is it circular. It goes back and forth.
The basis of the design thinking process (Uebernickle, 2020) includes 1). Problem defi-
nition and redefinition, 2). Need finding and synthesis, 3). Ideation, 4). Prototyping, and
5). Testing. Expert designers show that they go back and forth in an iterative process
from analysis problem to prototype, back to analysis, then go forth to ideation, then so
on. Some people will think this kind of process looks chaotic and unpredictable. But for
designers, where you start doesn’t matter. Many organizations develop design thinking
models. According to Fuente (2019), The significantmodels are 1). 31s by IDEO. It com-
prises three phases (inspiration, Ideation, and Implementation); 2). HPI (Hasso Platner
Institute) Stanford, with five-phase of Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, and Test;
3).HPI (Hasso Platner Institute) Potsdam Germany, comprises six phases (Understand,
Observe, Point of View, Ideate, Prototype, and Test); 4). The Double Diamond by British
Design Council, with four-phase of Discover, Define, Develop, and Deliver. The dia-
mond diagram shows the divergent and convergent stages of the design process 5). SDT:
The Service Design Thinking model has four phases: Exploration, Creation, Reflection,
and Implementation. In SDT, the outcome is a process, not a finished product.

The DTPjBL teaching material in Studio Inovasi Mode uses theHPI Stanford model
as the methodology approach with five-phase of Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype,
and Test. The author prefers this model for its very clear workflow and easily communi-
cated to design students. The next Sect. 3.1 will discuss further about the implementation
of this five-phase HPI Stanford model (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The Hasso Platner Institute (HPI) Stanford Design Thinking Model

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 DTPjBL Workflow

In Studio Inova [1] isMode, students will join the class for about fivemonths with 6 SKS
(Indonesian credit system) or 12 h of subject per week by synchronous and asynchronous
learningwith a fixed schedule in the synchronous and flexible schedule, in asynchronous.
The students study in a classroom (zoom meeting/web conference) in a synchronous
system, while in the asynchronous, students will learn in their own time to do the project
or discuss with teachers. Students will execute the project in some stages until finished.
According to de la Fuente [5] and Traifeh [9], the phases of DTPjBL consist of Research,
Opportunity (Problem) identification, Concept exploration, Concept refinement, and
Final concept. This five-phase is related to the Design Thinking phases (the HPI Stanford
model), including Empathize-Define-Ideate-Prototyping-Evaluate. The workflow below
depicts the relation of all stages (Fig. 3).

In the first phase (empathizing), students will learn about the real issue through liter-
ature study, observation, polling, or interview. In the second phase (define the problem),
the data is analyzed using the Six Thinking Hats Map (which will be explained in the
next subsection) to determine the users’ needs. In the third phase (ideate), there are
four processes comprise of Brainstorming ideas to serve as many solutions as possible;
Create a design brief that consists of some fashion elements (the silhouette, material,
color, detail, look, and silhouette); Create design including a mood board and fashion
sketching; and Explore materials or fabrics. In the fourth phase (prototyping), students
will build samples of fashion products to represent the design. In the final phase (test),
students will evaluate the prototype by interview and polling to get feedback from their
original users. Sometimes, students will test the product in a panel discussion form with
two or more experts.

A brief chart above explains the general workflow of the DTPjBL in the Studio
Inovasi Mode subject. This workflow is not merely a single systematic step following
another. It goes back and forth [9, 10]. Since the design thinking concept is ubiquitous
and multifaceted with a non-linear iterative process, each student will have a unique and
personal workflow of this DTPjBL. Yet, as the basic model, teachers in Studio Inovasi
Mode will first introduce this workflow to students, then students could adjust or modify
a different flow to meet their needs. Students will discuss it with teachers to determine
the suitable workflow they will have to finish the project.
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Fig. 3. Workflow of the DTPjBL phases in Studio Inovasi Mode (Source: personal doc.)

3.2 The Use of Stix Thinking Hats Map

Along the workflow of DTPjBL in Studio Inovasi Mode, the ‘Six Thinking Hats’ map
contributes to analyzing data in the phase of empathize, define, ideate, prototyping, and
test. Edward De Bono [11] describes the ‘Six Thinking Hats’ or the ‘Lateral Thinking’
present characters of thinking to examine a problem. In a problem-solving case (in a
group discussion), each team member will have a hat that has a specific perspective
to solve the problem. The red hat represents emotion and feeling influence thinking
(e.g., fear, love, hatred, anger, etcetera). The goal of this thinking is to experience an
emotional reaction. The white hat represents a neutral perspective, fact-oriented, and
objective temperament. Only facts count, and the gaps in the data are quickly recognized
and named. The yellow hat has optimistic thinking. The goal is to identify all benefits
and advantages of a potential solution. The green hat represents new ideas, concept,
and creativity. The black hat to identify risk and weakness. The blue hat focuses on the
management, control, and organized of the ideation process. The implementation of six
thinking is explained below.

• The red hat will help students share their emotions, opinion, and feeling to recognize
and understand the authentic problems. Besides, students could share and choose their
interest in the five-theme project by using this red hat thinking to be implemented in
the project. The red hat provides the process of empathizing and defining problem.

• The white hat describes an objective and logical way of thinking based on factual
data and information. Students use the white hat to validate opinions of the red hat,
benefits of the yellow hat, ideas of the green hat, and risks of the black hat. The data
could be in reference studies of journals and books, expert interviews, polling, and
observation. The white hat appears in all phase of design-thinking.

• The yellow hat describes opportunities, benefits, and best-case scenarios related to
solutions of problem-solving. The yellow hat appears in all phase of design-thinking.

• The green hat depicts new ideas and creativity to find solutions to the problem or
issues. Students use the green hat in the ideate and prototyping phase to serve various
ideas of design and techniques related to problem-solving.

• The black hat is the opposite of the yellow hat. It depicts a negative way of thinking.
In Studio Inovasi Mode, students use black hats to identify risks or worst case scenar-
ios, obstacles, and weaknesses in finding solutions. The black hat appears in all phase
of design-thinking (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Example of Six Thinking Hat Map in DTPjBL Process (Source: Personal Doc.)

4 Conclusion

Fashion Studio Subject (Studio Inovasi Mode) is a preliminary subject of the diploma-
final project in the Fashion Design Program, Politeknik Negeri Media Kreatif. This
subject sets the fundamental understanding for students to create a design as a problem-
solving toward a project. This study showed that Design Thinking Project-Based Learn-
ing (DTPBL) could be a suitable method for teaching material. The pedagogical strategy
in the DTPjBL encourages students to enhance critical thinking and creative-innovative
thinking to create a design as an alternative solution. The workflow of DTPjBL uses
the Hasso Platner Institute (HPI) Stanford design thinking model (Empathize-Define-
Ideate-Prototype-Test) for its very clear and easily communicated to design students. The
workflow has a non-linear iterative phase in that students will have a personal workflow
depending on the project to meet their needs. Students will discuss it with teachers to
determine the suitable workflow they will have to finish the project. This way of learning
will support students to have more responsibility and be more involved in their learning
process to meet their needs. Yet design thinking is generally used beyond design fields,
but it is still applied as a framework in Studio Inovasi Mode to standardize the teaching
model. Future research could be a DTPjBL for the joint project among other study pro-
grams (different fields) to have more innovative fashion products with various issues or
phenomena. The transdisciplinary study could also enhance the students’ learning skills
of communication and collaboration.
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